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special report

News Analysis
Do-It-Yourself Fishing:
A Fad or Here to Stay?
by Don Causey
n a recent issue of The Angling
Report we published a report from
a subscriber who booked a mothership trip to Cuba that happened to take
place just as a cold front broke over that
island nation. The wind from the front
was so strong, the subscriber wrote, that
his guide had to leave him and another
angler for a while on a protected flat
and rush back to help the captain reposition the mothership in calmer water.
While the guide was gone, the subscriber said he and his partner had the time
of their lives casting to bonefish on their
own. They actually caught several and
were thrilled at the sense of rediscovered mastery they felt at sighting, stalk-

ing, and casting to their own fish. The
subscriber listed that experience as one
of the major highlights of the entire trip.
That anecdote in an otherwise
unremarkable report jumped out at me
because it pointed up something big
that seems to be happening in the world

I

of fishing travel. It’s something like a
rebellion, or a sense of impatience, on
the part of a growing number of anglers
who just aren’t happy anymore with a
steady diet of supervision on the water.
You know the drill: “Cast 40 feet at 11
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o’clock. It’s moving to the left.”
The key words here are “steady”
and “diet.” No one in his right mind is
anti-guide. The angling travel business
we enjoy today would not be possible
without guides. On most weeklong fishing trips away from home (and that is
what most of us can afford nowadays)
some level of guide service is almost
indispensable if you want to catch any
fish at all. Even on long trips in nearperfect conditions, fishing on your own
is often exhausting and frustrating. It
rarely produces as many fish as you
would catch with a guide. For all of
these reasons, and others, there is no
chance that do-it-yourself fishing is going to put any guides out of business.
Still, there is something important
and new going on here in the area of
do-it-yourself fishing. It appears to
have started with Rod Hamilton and a
website and blog he created called Do
It Yourself Bonefishing. A successful
Canadian businessman with the means
to do whatever he wanted, Hamilton
started the venture as a sort of retirement toy to add structure and purpose to
his desire to explore on-your-own bonefishing throughout the principal range of
that species.
“Maybe it was because I had fished
so much, but I had begun to feel, on
guided trips, that my only connection
to a landed fish was buying the airplane
ticket that got me to my destination,”
he confessed to me one day. “I wanted
to recapture the original excitement I
had about fishing, and that is what DIY
brought me. It put me back in touch
with the hunting and looking side of
fishing, with the spotting process, with
reading the water, with figuring out
where and when the fish would be at a
given point in time.”
Hamilton says operating the site
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and poking into every nook and cranny
of the Caribbean, the Florida Keys,
Mexico, and elsewhere was an absolute
blast. When he traveled with buddies,
his group always booked at least one
guide and passed him from group member to group member. Fishing alone, he
booked a guide for himself the first day
or so, but then spent most of his trip
poking around on his own, building on
what he had learned on his guided outings. Eventually, he began to go to some
new destinations completely solo, or
with only his wife, Kim, who enjoyed
as much as he did the process of renting
a car on a brand-new island and checking out every track they could find on
Google Earth.
The process of discovery was
absorbing, Hamilton says. But then
something unexpected began to happen.
His following began to grow into the
thousands, and vacation homeowners all
over the Caribbean began to ask him to
list their properties on his site. Advertisers wanted to spend money with him.
Almost unawares, Hamilton had created
a movement.
The importance of that movement
is apparent in the backlash that erupted
in the Bahamas recently over DIY fishing. Here at The Angling Report, you’ll
recall, we reported on heated exchanges
between DIY anglers and independent
guides on several islands in the Bahamas. Tension grew so great on Exuma
at one point that someone burned a DIY
angler’s rented car while he was fishing. Shouting matches in several areas
nearly disintegrated into fisticuffs. The
political fallout was even more dramat-

ic, with a faction in Parliament calling
for an outright ban on DIY fishing. A
tentative set of very punitive regulations
was released at one point, scaring many
anglers, even some lodge clients, out of
the Bahamas for a while.
At this point, the DIY turmoil has
died down in the Bahamas (see Briefly
Noted for a lingering issue), and the
reasons why are not hard to decipher.
First, Rod Hamilton says, to date, everywhere he has developed a DIY fishing opportunity there has been a net
gain in the number of days of guided
fishing sold in the area. Why? Because
a lot of his followers are men on family
vacations who want to fish a few days
with a guide and on their own as part of
a larger outing with wives and children.
This is brand-new business for guides.
The next largest group among his followers is men on group trips of four or
more buddies. Most would never have
considered coming to the Bahamas on a
solo trip devoted to fishing from a lodge
or fishing daily with a guide while staying in a hotel. Almost invariably, groups
like this book one or more guides and
pass them around to the whole group
over a multiday vacation. This, too,
is new business for guides that would
never have developed if Rod Hamilton
had not developed a following.
More important still is the fact that
DIY anglers spend more money with
average Bahamians than lodge clients
do. A rental car is almost necessary
on a DIY trip, and so is a place to stay
(more on that in a moment). Then there
are groceries to buy, gasoline, and (because non-fishing group members are
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often along) tourist services of all sorts.
There is no question that DIY anglers
are better tourists, from an economic
standpoint, than lodge clients who stay
cooped up inside the financial umbrella
of a lodge for all of their services. They
are better tourists even than clients of
independent guides who created the
regulatory brouhaha in the Bahamas.
It is in the area of lodging—specifically, vacation rental properties
and the attendant listing services such
as VRBO, Airbnb, Canadastays, and
others—that DIY fishing becomes really interesting as a social phenomenon.
Indeed, it is the international boom
in vacation property construction and
the listing services that helped fuel
that boom that turned Rod Hamilton’s
website and blog into something much
more than a retirement toy. Affordable,
readily available places for families
and groups to stay in desirable fishing
places all over the world, in fact, may
turn out to have been raw fuel that was
just waiting for the spark of a new idea,
which is what Hamilton provided.
Make no mistake. It’s entirely possible Rod Hamilton has upended the
fishing travel business as we know it.
Not for everyone, of course. And, almost certainly not for large numbers of
anglers all the time. There are all kinds
of fishing that simply can’t be done on
your own currently: peacock bass fishing in the Amazon comes to mind right
away, and so does dorado fishing in
South America. Fishing in Seychelles
is also going to be a very hard nut for
on-your-own anglers to crack for the
simple reason that the country does not
want to see that kind of tourism developed within its borders. The tourist fishing that necessarily involves a guide and
outfitter is long indeed.
It’s instructive, though, to note just
how far DIY fishing has already come.
One of the early pioneers was Vince
Tobia of Cattaraugus Creek Outfitters
(www.cattarauguscreekoutfitters.com),
who began very early to offer do-ityourself trips to several islands in the
Bahamas that included a rental car, a
place to stay, and an annotated map of
good places to fish. He’s now offering
January 2017

DIY trips to a laundry list of places
there, including Eleuthera, Acklins, Cat
Island, Great Inagua, and Mayaguana,
all in the Bahamas, plus two areas in the
Mayan Coast region of Mexico.
Another notable development is the
emergence of lodges devoted entirely to
do-it-yourself fishing. Two that come to
mind are Long Island Bonefish Lodge
(www.longislandbonefishinglodge.com)
in the Deadman’s Cay area of Long Island, Bahamas, and Seasons on the Fly
Lodge in Alaska (www.soflodge.com).
The former offers what it calls “assisted DIY” fishing that involves lodging, meals, and daily transport by boat
to local flats, where anglers are given
general instructions and a walkie-talkie
and are allowed to wade-fish entirely on

their own. If there are no fish, or if some
need arises, the transporter can be summoned by walkie-talkie. I have personally fished Long Island Bonefish Lodge
twice, and the experience provided is
very rewarding. Both times I fished
there I caught fish, albeit small ones.
The experience at Seasons on the
Fly is quite a bit different. For one
thing, the quarry is sockeye and silver
salmon, along with rainbow trout and
grayling—in other words, top-quality
Alaska fish. The same has to be said for
the location of the fishery. It’s on the
Kvichak River near the outflow of Lake
Iliamna. Trips here typically run into the
many thousands of dollars, but a weeklong stay at Seasons on the Fly costs
only $2,995 per week. Of course, you
have to get there first by air taxi from
Anchorage to the village of Igiugig with
all your own food, drink, and fishing
gear (fly or spin). As the SOF website
puts it, the lodge provides “a hot show-
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er, clean water and a fully furnished
kitchen. You just need to bring food and
fishing gear. Your boat and bed await.”
As for fishing instruction, the lodge
provides guests with a hand-held GPS
preprogrammed with dozens of fishing
spots. The boats provided are 16-foot
johnboats with 30 hp engines. Anglers
fish two to a boat. The fishing day starts
whenever you want to go outside, crank
the engine on your own boat, and pull
away from the docks. For an extra fee,
according to the website, the camp
manager will provide guide service to
anyone having trouble getting oriented.
Daily guided fly-outs are also available
for an extra fee. I have not personally fished Seasons on the Fly, and we
have no Trip Reports to date on what
the experience is like. A place on our
Honor Roll awaits the first angler to file
a detailed report. It will be interesting
indeed to learn how up to eight anglers
provide their own meals and how fly
and spin anglers interact on a daily basis. You can weigh in with your report
at: doncausey@msn.com.
Still another DIY lodge is worth
mentioning. It’s Tarpon Caye Lodge in
Belize (www.tarponcaye.com), located
on an island about 15 miles from Placencia. This lodge has been in operation
for many years and only recently began
to offer a DIY option to anglers who
want that kind of experience. Guided
fishing is still offered on a weekly or
daily basis. This dual-service approach
to the emerging demand for a lowercost, more independent experience appears likely to become more popular in
coming years.
At Tarpon Cay Lodge, the DIY experience is easy to provide, as the lodge
is located in good fishing water. You can
literally wade away from the lodge into
good fishing or paddle away in a kayak.
A multiday trip also includes one or
more days of drop-off fishing on more
distant flats. A 26-foot tender is used on
those days to transport anglers and their
kayaks to distant flats where they fish
until an agreed-upon hour. A three-day
DIY stay costs $1,050; a six-day/sevennight stay is $2,100, including all meals
and lodging.
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Rod Hamilton says he is getting
calls almost weekly at this point from
angling entrepreneurs of various stripes
who want to get in on the DIY boom.
The most common calls are from established lodge owners who want to create
a DIY option to complement their fully
guided and outfitted option. It will not
surprise us to see dual service options
appearing on many lodge and booking agency websites soon. For sure, we
want to receive reports from subscribers
who give any of these programs a try.
As for Rod Hamilton, he has upped
the ante on his bet that DIY Fishing is
going to catch on by folding his DIY
Bonefishing blog and website into a
much larger venture he calls DIY Fishing (www.diyfishing.com). Far more
than a retirement toy, DIY Fishing is
on its way to creating 350 DIY areas
worldwide as a Phase 1 goal, each
one with its own elaborate section on
the website overseen by a local expert
charged with the task of creating a howto and where-to report and then answering any questions would-be visiting
anglers might have. Fly and spin fishing
for any species reasonably catchable on
your own will be covered.
DIY Fishing already has its own
weekly blog released every Monday,
and an ambitious effort to recruit local
advertising and vacation rental property listings is underway. The goal is to
recruit around 50 vacation rental property listings for each DIY area. Do the
math: if the target of 350 fishing areas
is reached, that will be 17,500 property
listings on the website in Phase 1 of development.
The underlying question here is
the durability of the DIY movement.
Will it attract and hold large numbers
of anglers when it becomes clear how
difficult DIY fishing is? The ease and
convenience of guided fishing is enormously attractive, and that is doubly
true in the view of a lot of anglers when
you combine that ease and convenience
with the luxury many modern lodges
provide. Indeed, why would anyone
want to wade or paddle off on their own
when they can rock back in a modern
skiff and wait for instructions?
January 2017

On the other hand, remember that
opening anecdote about the anglers in
Cuba who fairly whooped with joy at
the opportunity to get back to the primal
pleasure of spotting and catching their
own fish. That was just the outer edge
of the excitement and attraction of DIY
fishing. To understand the deeper lure,
go to the Abaco Island, Costa Maya,
and Northern Yucatan sections of the
DIY Fishing website, just to name
three, and take in the full picture of
what you can do on your own for an entire week in those areas. A certain kind
of angler is going to get almost dizzy
reading about the places he can paddle
off to on his own in parts of the world
where he previously felt he had to have
a nanny-like professional to help him do
everything.
After you have digested that

thought, let your mind roam toward
the Patagonian region of Argentina
where vacation rental properties and
trout streams abound. My own personal fantasy revolves around Great
Slave Lake in the Northwest Territories
where, again, there are plenty of vacation rental properties. Why not tow my
own boat there, perhaps with one or
two other anglers in case of breakdown
or mishap? I already tow my own boat
from Miami, Florida, to Biloxi Marsh
in Louisiana at least twice a year, where
I stay in a vacation rental property right
on the water. In a similar vein, a lodging provider in Chokoloskee, Florida,
told me he recently rented everything
he had in that Florida Everglades community to a group of Gheenoe owners,
retirees mostly, who convoy around the
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country delighting in the challenge of
cracking the local code on how to catch
fish across the length and breadth of the
United States and Canada.
So, what is the bottom line here?
My personal view of the future of DIY
is this: Rod Hamilton has indeed put
a match to some very dry tinder, and
his movement is going to persuade a
lot of anglers to give DIY a try. Some
are going to go over the edge and leave
the guided fishing experience behind
them. Others will want to do both, and
the number in that category is probably large enough for lodge owners and
guides to take note. Dual-option programs may be the way to go in some areas. As for individual guides, the smart
ones are going to take under advisement
the joy those anglers in Cuba felt at being a full participant in the process of
catching fish. If I were a guide, I would
start sharing more what I know about
the way fish behave locally. I would tell
my clients where I was going and why. I
would invite my clients to help look for
fish movements. I would do everything
I could think of to reduce that feeling
Rod Hamilton developed—namely, that
his only connection to the catching of a
fish was buying the airplane ticket that
got him to the destination.
What do you think about the future
of DIY fishing and its impact on the
current angling travel business? Rants
and raves are welcome from subscribers
and fishing professionals alike. Write:
doncausey@msn.com.
Dateline: iceland

Honor Roll Report
These Lake Browns
Are Sea-Run Size
Editor Note: Honor Roll Subscriber
Eric Arbogast, who filed a memorable
report for us a while back on fishing
in the Brittany region of France, has
weighed in with a report on a lake in
Iceland that has brown trout that are
said to be as large as the sea-runs down
in Argentina. Eric and his friends did
not catch any of these behemoths on
their trip, but they came away conVolume 30, Number 1
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vinced they are available. Hold on to
your wallet. This could be an expensive
read!
rown trout with a tail fin the
size of a shovel? That’s how the
brown trout of Lake Thingvellir
in Iceland were described in promotional brochures sent to me before I went
there. Size-wise, the figures I was given
were incredible. Would you believe 20-,
25-, even 30-plus-pound brown trout?
Mind you, these are lake fish, not fish
that have gone to sea like those down in
Argentina.
The agent who told me about Lake
Thingvallavatn (as the lake is known
locally) was Olivier Lausanne of Planet
Fly Fishing in Paris (www.planetflyfishing.com). The rate for a weeklong stay
during prime time was quite reasonable
by Icelandic standards, so I got some of
my Luxembuggers together (a loosely
organized group of international angler
friends from all walks of life) to sample
the fishing there with me this past May.
The average size of the browns was
supposed to exceed the average size of
Jurassic Lake rainbows—you know,
those rainbows in Argentina’s Lago
Strobel—which we had sampled the
previous year. The prospects had all of
us wide-eyed with expectation.
Our pre-trip expectations were high
as we set about tying zillions of flies
and getting our tackle ready. We even
found time for a “disinfection party,”
as all of our fishing gear needed to be
disinfected prior to entering Iceland.
Our in-country logistics, we were told,
would be taken care of by Kristjan, who
is with a company called Fish Partner
(www.fishpartner.com). We had selected
a trip that involved driving to the lake
on our own and buying our own groceries while staying in lodging provided
for us. Rudimentary guide service was
part of our package.
On arrival in Reykjavik, everything
went smoothly, as is usually the case in
Iceland. We were a bit dubious at first
on seeing that our rental cars were early
2000 Subarus, but once we hit what
Kristjan called country roads, we never
questioned our vehicles again. The
roads were pit-hole-infested dirt tracks,

B
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volcanic sand beaches, you name it.
We were in almost off-road conditions
at times. Those early Forester Subarus
were just what we needed.
The drive to the lake took some
90 minutes, including a quick stop in
Reykjavik to stock up on some extremely overpriced food essentials. We found
out later that you can grocery shop in
much more reasonable places than we
shopped. We did one thing right in the
way of shopping, however: we stopped
at the tax-free shop in the airport before
we left for Iceland. Alcohol is very expensive in Iceland, and it would have set
us back a lot to have to buy it on arrival.
The Icelandic landscape is breathtaking everywhere you go. It is completely different from anything you find
in Western Europe. The natural beauty
is raw and wild. Our lodging was in

very comfortable and clean cabins located on a bluff overlooking the lake.
The view from our cabin was probably
one of the best views you can find in the
area.
The plan was for Kristjan to pick
us up at the cabins the evening we arrived for our first outing to the lake.
Our trip package gave us exclusive access to four private beats for a total of
six days. Our team of six anglers was
to rotate beats according to a program
set up by Kristjan. Beat one was on the
northeastern shore, smack on the rift
between the North American and European tectonic plates. When you fished
there, you could literally double haul
your line from America into Europe,
quite an impressive fact. The area had
deep cuts and drop-offs where some of
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the bigger trout in the lake roam. Beat
two was located on the western shoreline, on private land, mere minutes from
the cabins. It consisted of a shallow
bay adjacent to a big shelf where you
could wade and access a sharp drop-off.
Float tubing would have been an option
here, wind permitting. Beat three was
a shallow beach on the southern end of
the lake where a river enters the lake.
There is a lot of heavy volcanic sediment in the area. The last beat we had
access to can best be described as like
a ranch lake in the United States. The
fertile body of water is connected to the
big lake by a small wetlands waterway
that allows brown trout and forage fish
to enter when water levels are high. The
fishing there is very enjoyable, as its diminutive size is much less intimidating
than the 33-square-mile Thingvallavatn.
To keep things spicy and to break the
lake-fishing routine, we had made arrangements to fish another private lake
up in the hills, as well as the Varmá and
Tungnaá Rivers.
So, how was the fishing? Well, it
was fishing and not just catching, and
in that regard it differed a lot from Strobel Lake. That first short evening with
Kristjan almost everyone in the team
connected with fish. My Austrian friend,
Matthias, fishing beat two, managed to
break a hook on one fish that ran hard,
and he had another fish pop his 1X leader. Another friend, Michel, managed to
connect with four fish on beat four, losing them all. As for me, I had a subtle
take on a small wet fly at the beach on
beat three, followed by an electrifying
jolt when switching over to a streamer
pattern just as Kristjan showed up to say
hi. All in all, things looked very promising for the upcoming days.
We had planned to fish another
river, the Varmá, the next morning and
afternoon, only going back to lake
Thingvellir for the evening hours. The
Varmá has a good spring run of sea
trout and arctic char, we were told, with
some big fish over 10 pounds thrown
into the possible take. Unfortunately,
bright sunshine that day and being
without a guide made this a difficult
day. Not knowing the lies or where to
Volume 30, Number 1
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make a discreet approach resulted in
our achieving only some wonderful
glimpses of trout, including the largest
brown trout I have ever seen, anywhere,
holding tight to a cut bank. That fish
easily went 30 pounds, if not 35 pounds,
but it had no interest whatsoever in any
pattern I presented. It took us hours to
figure out some of the pools and holding
water. In the end, I did manage to hook
a nice arctic char on a heavy articulated
streamer à la Kelly Galloup, which was
something I should have tied on way
earlier, as it was the only pattern I had
fish follow that day. That was an important lesson about the Varmá. I will go
back there on a future trip.
After that day on the Varmá, we
put a lot of effort into fishing our beats
on the big lake. The immediately previous catch records gave us a lot of hope,
but over the next three days we did
not manage to connect with any fish at
all. Earlier in May, the catch records
indicated, all the beats produced good
numbers of fish in very decent sizes, 35
inches and larger. Nothing seemed to
work for us, however. It began to seem
that our week was jinxed.
Fortunately, on Wednesday, it was
as if someone had flicked on a switch,
as the entire lake started to produce
again. Cell phones were pretty busy that
day as we tried to stay informed about
the activity on the other beats. Fishing
beat two I finally hit the jackpot and I
managed to catch my first significant
brown, a 24-inch juvenile, followed by
a 32-inch beauty I estimated to weigh
about 14 pounds. We had broken the
spell. The other beats also saw action,
with my friend from Switzerland, Urs,
taking a 32-inch fish from the ranch
lake. Needless to say, stoked to the max,
we celebrated that night into the morning hours.
Unfortunately, after this burst of
activity, fish activity remained subdued
over the next days, with only a fish
caught here and there by members of
our group. Michel, who had lost his four
fish on the first evening, was to wait until day five to finally hook a real beauty
and land it. Clearly, you can’t control
Mother Nature and catch fish on comJanuary 2017

mand. Stars need to align for success
and it soon became clear we had experienced a tough week. A good part of
our problem was the timing of our trip,
about which I will have more to say in
a moment.
One highlight of my trip was the
daylong experience I had on another
river, the Tungnaá. None of the boys
wanted to accompany me on the trip,
preferring to stick with Thingvellir. The
two-hour drive from Thingvellir was
spectacular with its barren yet intoxicating scenery. As for the river, it was completely different than the coastal lowland streams. It was like fishing on the
moon there, no trees, just volcanic rock.
Thankfully, the stars did align that day.
Following Kristjan’s advice, I fished a
stretch below a narrow canyon next to
a big dam, and I found fish everywhere

I went. I had the entire private stretch
all for myself that day, and I caught fish
almost at will.
I started with a strike indicator and
a pink dead-drifted nymph in the faster
runs of what turned out to be a gin-clear
river. The arctic char cooperated wonderfully. I did not catch any huge fish,
but I did get some 20-inch fish to play
along. At one point, in one of the deeper
holes right below the dam, I saw larger
shades on the bottom, but I could only
rouse smaller fish on the pink nymph.
I switched at that point to a ChocolateCovered Fudge, one of the numerous
rabbit-strip streamers I had tied for this
trip. Upon counting down the fly and
starting my retrieve, I got vicious strikes
from both char and brown trout. They
were nothing like the beasts from the
big lake, but a powerful 23-inch wild
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brown is a great fish in anyone’s book.
Since my time on the river was so
precious (I wanted to finish off my last
day of Iceland fishing on my favorite
beat on Lake Thingvellir that night),
I moved to another run on the river, a
deep, wide, and mysterious patch of
water. My first cast there produced a
beauty of a brown trout, 27 inches with
pectoral fins the size of wings. Fabulous! It was time, then, to do the mandatory penciling in of my catches: 20 fish
in a matter of five hours, a great day.
Unfortunately, my fishing after that on
Lake Thingvellir was unproductive.
I know we did not catch any of
them, but it is a fact that the brown
trout get very big in Lake Thingvellir.
Photos I saw and catch records on file at
the cabins proved that. Why is that so?
First of all, the fish in Lake Thingvellir
are a strain of fish that is genetically
programmed to grow large. Second,
they live in a very rich environment.
There are theories about geothermal
activity having an impact on several
areas of the lake where warmer water
temperatures allow for a longer feeding
period. There is also a theory that some
of the fish spawn only every other year,
thus conserving their body mass over a
longer period. Yet another theory holds
that the trout, upon feeding on baitfish,
move to warmer areas to better digest
their prey. This contributes to their outsize body mass. Whatever the reason,
the fish are huge and seem to get bigger
every year. A Polish angler we met on
our visit told us of a memorable night
in 2015 when he and his friends were
constantly into fish. The best trout that
night was a 14-plus-kilogram brown.
That’s a 31-pound trout on the fly. The
average recorded size of fish taken is in
the 27- to 29-inch range. The fish are all
in great condition here, too, whatever
size they come in, with big, muscular
shoulders and big, powerful fins.
The trout here mainly feed on
several types of locally occurring char,
varying in sizes from about four to 20
inches. Fly pattern choice should revolve around this fact, though I should
note that many types of streamers, both
smaller and bigger, produced fish for
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us. A good all-around pattern is an old
Icelandic favorite, the Black Ghost in
several variants, especially the Zonker
versions. Most fish here run like crazy
once they sense they are hooked,
maybe not quite as fast as a bonefish
but just about as doggedly and in some
instances way longer, depending on
the area they were hooked in. Their
strength is absolutely incredible. Locals say the trout are stronger than any
salmon in Iceland.
After-trip echoes on this trip from
my friends were mixed, of course. We
clearly did not get the timing of our trip
right, something we will take into account for our next trip. According to the
locals, you need to make this trip the
week that includes May 1, give or take
three days. We learned this only after
our trip, of course. The fishing season
here begins April 20, but long, hard
winters can mean the lake is not entirely ice free so early in the season. We
were told there is good trout fishing on
Lake Thingvellir as late as early June,
but I would not plan a trip at that time
unless I planned to combine lake fishing with day trips to the highland rivers
and/or other lakes that should fish well
and have decent weather conditions.
Despite our bad timing, we managed
to catch trophy brown trout that can
be considered fish of a lifetime anywhere brown trout occur. Yes, they do
get much bigger than those we caught.

And, yes, we do plan to go back. You
can get much more information about
this trip from Olivier Lauzanne at Planet Fly Fishing, olivier@planetflyfishing.com. Enjoy!—Eric Arbogast.
Postscript: We were not clear on some
details of this trip, so we dropped Arbogast a note at press time with a few
questions. Here are his answers to those
questions: You ask about lodgings. We
stayed at the Skálabrekka Cottages on

a bluff on the western lakeshore (http://
www.lakethingvellir.is/). The stay at the
cottages was part of the package price
and was booked by Kristjan. The cottages are first-rate, clean, comfy, and
they provide the best view on the lake.
They were perfect for our purposes.
Since we had two cottages for six anglers, we either did a barbecue or used
one of the kitchens to cook our food
and ate at either of our cottages. There

was no time for us to go to restaurants.
The nearest place was about 30 minutes
away in the town of Mosfellsbaer. As
for the overall cost of the trip, including the day trips (Varmá River, Tungnaá
River and Geldingatjörn Lake), lodging
and two rental cars was about 2,000 euros per person for a group of six. That
did not include the cost of trip cancellation insurance or gasoline for our
cars. We did not have a guide as such.
Kristjan simply showed us the different
beats on the lake that first evening after
arrival, and that was it. A guide might
have been helpful for a day, indicating where to focus our fishing efforts,
but we pretty much figured that out
for ourselves. You can book a guide at
additional cost for however long you
need one. A guide would have been
supremely helpful on the Varmá river,
as the lower section is a difficult place
to fish for the first time without a guide.
The water is clear and the fish really,
really spooky if you get too close, especially on bright sunny days. Some of
the fish in that river were really big so
early in the season, probably sea-run
browns. On the Tungnaá, all the fishylooking water held fish, lots of them.
With more time on that river, I would
have caught many more fish. Of course,
fishing is not just about numbers. They
just illustrate how great the fishing can
be in the Icelandic highlands. I badly
want to go back there.

Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 We are still getting feedback on
the experience subscriber William A.
Douglass had recently in Narita International Airport in Tokyo. Douglass
was on his way home from a trip to
Mongolia, you will remember, when
he was required to check his rod case
and pay a $200 baggage fee. This happened after he had flown through that
same airport once, rod case in hand,
with no questions asked. Well, as odd
as that sounds, note what happened
recently to subscriber Fred Miller as
he and his fishing buddy, John DavenJanuary 2017

port, passed through the main airport
in Lima, Peru, on their way from Machu Picchu to Tsimane with fly boxes
in their hand-carried luggage. They
had no problem with the fly boxes
until they were leaving Lima on their
way to Santa Cruz, Bolivia. “John
chose the security lane to the left and I
moved right because the line was a bit
shorter,” Miller writes. “John cruised
right through security, but not me. I
was stopped in my tracks over my fly
box. I speak a bit of Spanish and here
is roughly what was said:
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“‘What are these?’ I was asked.
“‘Fly boxes. My friend and I are
going fishing in Bolivia.’
“‘You cannot pass with these
hooks. You’ll have to go back and
check them.’
“‘Look, here are the TSA rules,
and they specifically say fly boxes are
OK in a carry-on bag.’
“At that point, in perfect English,
without a trace of accent, the security
agent told me: ‘Sonny (I am 70 years
old), I am not TSA, and your choices
are narrowing. You can either check
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the fly boxes, lose them, or stay here in
Lima. You’ve got 10 minutes to decide.
If you decide to check them, come see
me directly when you get back here
and I’ll get you through security fast.
You won’t miss your flight.’”
Postscript: Miller says his rods in an
Orvis carry-on bag were no problem.
 Remember those flats-fishing regulations the government of the Bahamas has been working on for close to
a year now? Well, a new version of
the regulations has just been released.
No, there has been no lurch backward
toward outlawing or over-regulating
do-it-yourself fishing and complicating
the lives of lodge owners. In fact, there
is not a lot to dislike in the latest version unless you own, or plan to own, a
vacation/second home in the Bahamas
and want to do a lot of fishing. More
on that in a moment.
The new version of the regulations largely reiterates provisions in
the previous version that was released
at the I-Cast Fishing Show in Orlando
last August. A fishing license will
still be required to fish the flats, and
it will cost $15/day, $20/week, $30/
month, or $60/year. The licenses will
be available online ahead of time and
half the revenue will be earmarked for
a conservation fund that has yet to be
created and fully described. Penalties
for failing to buy a license are fairly
severe—$250 payable within a week,
or $2,000 on conviction, plus up to six
weeks in jail. Purchasing a license but
failing to bring it with you onto the
flats carries similar penalties. Do be
aware that a license bought ahead of
time has to be stamped at port of arrival in the country. It’s not completely
clear in the regulations, but it does appear that an unstamped license will not
be considered valid.
On the brighter side, the regulations outlaw all commercial fishing
on the flats and stipulate that all flats
fishing must be catch-and-release.
The only real clinker we could find in
the new regulations is a provision that
makes it illegal for a non-Bahamian
to invite a friend to fish with him in
January 2017

his boat. A non-Bahamian can fish by
himself in the boat, mind you, but he
cannot let anyone else fish. It’s hard
to see how that regulation serves anyone’s interest except radical environmentalists, maybe, who want to see
the vacation home building industry
brought to its knees. It is largely vacation property homeowners, after all,
who are most likely to buy a boat in
the Bahamas and be hurt by the above
provision. A government contact we
reached at press time, urged us to note
that a meeting of stakeholders was still
in the cards before these regulations
come into effect. We take that as a
broad hint that this crazy clinker may
be headed to the waste bin where it
belongs.
 Last month in these pages we ex-

pressed our concern about the spread
of arapaima sportfishing programs in
South America, specifically in Brazil
and Guyana, citing client and outfitter reports of high mortality among
hooked fish. The arapaima (also called
pirarucu) is an ancient air-breathing
fish that has the distinction of being
one of the largest of all freshwater
fish. Specimens as large as ten feet and
weighing as much as 480 pounds have
been reported.
Not surprisingly, we received
some pushback on our report from Untamed Angling (www.untamedangling.
com), who is operating a fully sanctioned arapaima sportfishing program
in Mamirauá Sustainable Development Reserve in Brazil. UA’s Rodrigo
Salles says they are in their second
season, and at this point they have
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helped clients catch and release 450
fish. He says only one fish out of all
that number died. Moreover, he says
their program has helped prevent the
development of a commercial harvest
of arapaima in the reserve.
Salles says the main reason mortality of hooked fish is low is because
arapaima are air-breathing fish. Lifting them from the water for photos
does not cause them harm. In fact,
Salles says, they often keep the fish
out of the water for some time after
they have been caught to protect them
from caiman. “We let the fish rest in
shallow water with their head close the
surface so they can breathe air freely,”
he writes.
Another thing Salles says they
concentrate on is landing hooked
fish as quickly as possible. “We use
80- to 100-pound-test leaders and
100-pound-test fly lines to reduce the
duration of the fight,” he writes. “We
do not use gaffs either, and we work
hard to keep the fish in a proper horizontal position while they are under
our control.
In our view, these are all impressive precautions, and, on hearing about
them, it is hard to question Untamed
Angling’s concern for conservation.
Cynics in search of profit at all cost
don’t even care about things like this,
much less try to implement them. Our
hat’s off to Untamed Angling for their
concern and effort. At the same time,
we have to say that reports to the contrary we have heard come from equally
concerned individuals who say the
arapaima killing factor is not oxygen
deprivation but a buildup of cortisol
due to the stress of being hooked and
played. One outfitter who has all but
stopped offering arapaima outings says
12 of the last 30 fish he helped clients
catch died. One of his most recent clients caught four fish, all of which died.
In the American West, when a
crisis arose, the sheriff would deputize ranchers and others and create a
posse to catch the bad guy. I am not a
sheriff, and I don’t think there is a bad
guy here on either side of this fight,
but someone clearly has to be wrong.
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So here is the deal. All subscribers to
The Angling Report are henceforth
Arapaima Deputies charged with the
responsibility of determining what is
really going on with arapaima sportfishing programs. Have you caught a
fish that died? Have you released one,
or more than one, that swam away?
Do you have an anecdote that will help
us all understand what is happening?
Photos of dead or surviving fish would
be greatly appreciated. You can report
in at: doncausey@msn.com.
 Giant trevally have soared to the
top of many traveling anglers’ lists
of favored species, so it is a sure bet
that Peter McLeod’s new book, GT: A
Flyfisher’s Guide to Giant Trevally, is
going to be of great interest. McLeod
is one of the principals in Aardvark
McLeod Fly Fishing Specialists, a
fishing travel agency, so he has had
ample opportunity to chase GTs
around the world. He bills his book as
the first comprehensive guide on the
subject of catching GTs on the fly, and
a quick Google search seems to confirm this claim. The Angling Report’s
Mike Lyons has this to say about the
volume:
GT: A Flyfisher’s Guide to Giant
Trevally is a comprehensive guide to
catching giant trevally that will satisfy
the novice and expert angler alike. As
a fishing travel agent, the author, Peter
McLeod, has chased a lot of permit
in a lot of places, so he can fairly
claim to be an expert on this subject.
The book is broken into two parts:
Guide and Destinations. Part I, Guide,
provides a scientific overview of the
permit, with emphasis on understanding how individual fish behave, then
moves on to the tackle and tactics
required for a successful trip. Part II
delves into the destinations and resources available to those interested in
catching GT.
The book is quite thorough and
chock full of wonderful color pictures
that bring the subjects under discussion to life. A complete novice will
finish this book and have a firm understanding of what is needed to successJanuary 2017

fully land a GT. An expert will walk
away with the small details that sometimes mean the difference between a
fun day on the water and landing the
trophy of a lifetime. Throughout the
book, Peter skillfully mixes interesting
anecdotes with facts, pulling the reader
into the book as if it were a continuing
narrative. You find yourself reading the
chapters on various destinations, for
example, from start to finish even if
you don’t fancy yourself going there
any time soon.
I recommend this book as a serious and successful attempt to cover
much more than the basics of catching a trendy and glamorous sport fish.
It is a how-to book anyone interested
in big-game saltwater fly fishing will
want in his library. There is a more
detailed review of the book and some

in Connecticut. He makes a compelling and credible pitch for his local
fishery in the Greater Old Saybrook
area. Enjoy!
When one thinks of fishing in the
Northeast, places such as Montauk and
Cape Cod always come to mind, but so
should Connecticut in my view; it has
a world-class fishery that should be
seriously considered by every traveling angler. What makes Connecticut
so unique as a fishing place is its
diversity. There are countless reefs,
rocks, and boulders within very short
distances from a number of harbors.
Connecticut also has three major rivers, along with dozens of smaller rivers and estuaries. Our largest river, the
Connecticut River, is very shallow at
its juncture with Long Island Sound.
It teems with bait that striped bass and

photographs that convey the flavor of
the volume at the following address:
http://www.aardvarkmcleod.com/blog/
gt-a-flyfishers-guide-to-giant-trevallypre-order/. You can also order a copy
of the book there. It’s also available on
Amazon. Enjoy!

 Angling Report subscriber Matt
Pelletier (fishenchantment@gmail.
com) tells us he is going to Jamaica
soon, and he wants to know if fellow subscribers have found any kind
of inshore fly/light tackle fishing.
Volcanic in origin, the land mass of
Jamaica rises sharply from the surrounding sea. To our knowledge,
there are few, if any, real flats, and
not a lot of shallow water. Here is
how we began the only article we
ever published on Jamaica fishing:
“Everyone has seen those terrible ads about Jamaica. They have a
Reggae backbeat and they encourage
the listener and viewer to ‘Come to
Jamaica and feel all right!’ I say they
are terrible because they resonate
with a lot of non-fishing spouses
who immediately want to devote a
perfectly good week to visiting a Caribbean island that has no history of
offering inshore fly and light tackle
fishing. What a waste!”
We would love to be proven
wrong about this. You can do so by
e-mailing us at: doncausey@msn.
com. Please copy Matt at the above
address.—Don Causey.

Feedback Sought

 Here at The Angling Report, we
work hard to find uniquely credible information. Our very best information,
month after month, comes from subscribers who have just returned from
interesting trips, but we also tap other
sources, even guides, outfitters, and
agents who occasionally send us information we know to be reliable and
useful. Witness the following report
from Captain Mike Roy of Reel Cast
Charters (www.reelcastcharters.com)
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other gamefish forage on. Also, since
Long Island runs parallel to the Connecticut coastline, it protects our waters
from the impact of open-ocean waves
and wind. This allows us to fish a wide
variety of places in almost any weather
conditions.
Fishers Island, just three miles
off the Connecticut coastline, is an
important fishing landmark for us. It’s
actually in New York State waters, but
this seven-mile stretch of prime striped
bass territory is wonderfully close to
our shoreline. Anglers in our area also
have the option of making a run south
and fishing Long Island’s north shore,
as well as iconic Montauk Point. Only
a short run to the east and anglers can
fish Rhode Island waters, including
famed Watch Hill Point and the nearby
reef complex. One of the best things
about our fishing is the light pressure
it receives, at least relative to surrounding states. This helps make our fishing
better.
Striped bass are our most desirable
inshore game fish, of course, which
is the case all the way from Maine
to North Carolina. Stripers combine
beauty and power with great potential
as to size. Indeed, Connecticut waters
are home to many trophy-sized striped
bass. Anglers here have a legitimate
shot at landing stripers over 30, 40,
and even 50 pounds. It is worth noting
that the all-tackle world-record striped
bass was caught in Connecticut waters
back in August of 2011. It weighed 81
pounds and 14 ounces. That should not
be taken to undercut the wonderful fishing we have for school-sized stripers
that provide great action on light tackle
and the fly. Many times these schoolies
can be caught as they’re crashing bait
on the surface.
An important distinction for us is
the presence of striped bass in our waters all year, not just during the annual
migration of fish up the coast. Stripers
arrive in our waters in May and they
stay around until November. There is a
large winter hold-over population in our
rivers, too. Our prime season is from
late March until early December. In the
early season, the focus is on the HousaJanuary 2017

tonic and Connecticut Rivers. In March
and April, while the water temperatures
are 50 degrees or colder, fly anglers can
target fish on the bottom with a sinking
line. These bottom-dwellers tend to be
lethargic, so your presentation must be
slow and deep. Typically, they do not
rise up far from the bottom until water
temperatures reach close to 55 degrees.
Early-season stripers can be frustrating
and difficult to find, but once you do,
you can catch 100 of them on a single
tide. Starting in May and continuing
through mid-June, stripers are found in
our rivers feeding on spawning herring.
These fish are often found on shallow
mud flats where they can be targeted
with a deceiver or big herring pattern.

An intermediate line will get you to the
right depth. The most consistent time to
target bigger residential striped bass is
from late June through early November.
Anglers can expect to fish reefs, boulder
fields, and rip lines at this time. The
best bite will occur at dawn, dusk, and/
or after dark. Flies work best at first and
last light. On occasion, we live-baitchum the fish with juvenile menhaden
to draw them toward the surface and
get them aggressive. When the sun is
up, the most visual and exciting way
to catch a trophy-sized striped bass is
to fish live adult menhaden, letting the
bait swim freely on the surface. Often,
a striper will chase the bait on the surface and then tail slap it to stun it before
taking it. When water temperatures are
at their peak in August, night fishing
with a live eel is the key to success.
This is different from fishing any other
live bait because you have to maintain
contact and slowly retrieve the eel. This
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method typically produces the largest
striped bass of the season. During the
fall months of September to November,
stripers prepare to migrate, making
this an ideal time to target schools of
surface-feeding fish with a fly. An intermediate or floating line with a small
pattern that replicates a bay anchovy,
silverside, or juvenile menhaden is the
ideal way to go.
In September and October, many
anglers look forward to the annual arrival of false albacore, also known as
“albies.” These speedsters average five
to 12 pounds. Pound for pound they
can strip line as fast as any other fish
in the ocean. They can take a fly angler deep into his backing in a matter
of moments. To understand the albie
craze, you have to visualize the feeding
frenzies, the way the schools zip around
at Mach 1 speeds, and the way they
crash the surface, spraying anchovies
out of the water. The color and dynamic
torpedo-like shape of the individual fish
are spectacular.
This report on Connecticut fishing
would not be complete without mentioning the ferocious surface-feeding
schools of 10- to 17-pound bluefish that
invade Connecticut waters in August
and stay around through November.
Bluefish have a somewhat negative
reputation, since they bite off favorite
flies or lures and because their meat
is dark and oily. However, they are a
fantastic catch-and-release sport fish:
their strikes are extremely aggressive;
they fight hard; they jump; and they are
willing to take a bait, fly, or lure on the
surface.
Traveling anglers should consider
adding Connecticut to their list of fishing spots. Where else can you land
trophy-sized striped bass, albies, and
bluefish without having to battle rough
conditions and run a long distance from
shore? Then there is the relatively light
fishing pressure our waters experience.
It’s a fact: Connecticut waters simply
do not see nearly the same amount of
pressure that surrounding states’ waters
see. Every year, I have clients who are
stunned at the number of fish they catch
without any other boat in sight.
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The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
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inside this issue of your newsletter. Alternately, you can file a report online by going to our website, www.anglingreport.com, and clicking on “File a Report.” For
details about how to do custom searches for Angler Network Reports on our website, see page 2 of this issue.

 Subscriber Julian Robertson has
mostly good things to say about a trip
to Cuba this past October to fish the
resort island of Cayo Largo southeast
of Havana. The ambience of Cayo
Largo, with its many tourist hotels
(angling guests here stay in a tourist
hotel, not a lodge), may not compare
with some of the other glamour areas
of Cuba, but it offers very varied and
rich fishing opportunities for bonefish,
tarpon, and permit, plus snook. It is
probably one of the best places in Cuba
to bring a beach-oriented, non-fishing
spouse. It is also a top place to catch a
Grand Slam.
The variety of the fishing at Cayo
Largo is apparent in this summary of
the success Robertson had on day two
of the trip: “Day two started with a
wonderful omelet at the hotel, after
which we prepared our lunches. We
were picked up around 8 AM and transported to the marina. I was assigned
Section 1 for the day, the most easterly
section. It took about 25 minutes to
reach the first flat of the day. I made
my first cast into a large channel where
there was a huge school of bonefish. It
was just floating there near the surface.
I quickly caught my first fish of the
day, a five-pounder. At that point, we
saw some pelicans diving on the flats
and began immediately to pole in that
direction. It soon became clear that the
area was teeming with sardines, and
that had attracted snappers, barracudas, and tarpon who were all snacking
on them at once. We quickly got into
position, and I caught two tarpon, one
weighing about 10 pounds the other
about 30 pounds.
“At this point we pulled the boat
up to a lovely beach and had lunch.
With a bonefish and two tarpon landed,
January 2017

it was obvious what we wanted to catch
after lunch. We began by going to a
deeper water area on the north side of
the island referred to as the stingray
flats. While looking for a permit, I
caught three moderate-size bonefish,
at which point we came upon a school

of some 300 bonefish. Off to the righthand side of the school was a single
black tail. I don’t know how I did it,
but I put my Avalon Fly right on the
permit’s head and he erupted on it
more like a jack than a permit. After a
10-minute fight, I had my Grand Slam.
“That left only a snook for me to
get my Super Slam, so we immediately
went in search of one. Along the way, I
caught a few more bonefish. A bit later,
casting into the mangroves for a snook,
I landed two more baby tarpon. My
total for the day was four bonefish, four
tarpon and one permit. A very nice day
indeed!”
Robertson’s only complaint about
the trip revolves around the flight from
Havana to Cayo Largo. Seems the
group of anglers was instructed to be
ready for departure at 3:30 AM, but
the bus did not leave until 4 AM. Then
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things got worse: “We rode in the bus
for about 20 minutes before we reached
the domestic airport. Upon arriving,
we went through an extensive security screening and waited for over an
hour for our flight. Upon boarding, we
learned that we would not be traveling
directly to Cayo Largo but would be
detouring to the north coast, stopping
in Cayo Coco. Cayo Coco is in the exact opposite direction to Cayo Largo.
This added about an hour and half to
the trip. It was 9:30 before we were
finally on the ground in Cayo Largo.”
Robertson still recommends this
trip to fellow subscribers. It’s operated
by Avalon (www.cubanfishingcenters.
com).
 Subscriber Richard Hart has
weighed in with a report on a peacock
bass fishing trip in Brazil operated by a
Brazilian company we have not reported on previously, namely Peacock Bass
Expedition (www.peacockbassexpedition.com.br). He gives the company
high marks in all respects, especially
the food on board the small mothership
he spent a week on recently. Typically,
clients reach the mothership he stayed
on via floatplane, but he made special
arrangements to join a trip already in
progress. That involved a flight aboard
a wheeled aircraft to the town of Barcelos followed by an hour-long drive
through the jungle and a trip by water
taxi of roughly the same length. As an
English-speaking client (the company
is reaching out to the American market), Hart says he was accompanied
by a US-based employee, Eduardo
Rumbos. Hart has this to say about the
experience:
“The two-story houseboat the
company had on the Caures River
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southwest of Manaus is extremely
shallow-draft, which allows it to get far
up rivers, into areas larger houseboats
can’t reach. The boat sleeps 10 people,
and has ice-cold AC in the dining area
and bedrooms. The houseboat tows the
fishing skiffs that are used daily by the
anglers and their guide. On my arrival
at the Caures River around 11 AM, I
quickly unpacked my fishing gear, ate
a hasty lunch, and went fishing. I was
very pleased to be able to fish with
Eduardo because he knows these waters as well as the local guides and he
speaks fluent English.
“I have traveled extensively in
Brazil, and I came away very impressed by the quality of the food on
this trip. You can drink as many coffees, beers, waters, and soft drinks as
you desire. That’s not only while you
are at the restaurant on the houseboat,
but also in the fishing boat, where there
is always plenty of ice in the cooler.
When you arrive back at the houseboat
at the end of the day, there are always
hot appetizers, along with a freshly
made ice-cold caipirinha, a Brazilian
cocktail containing cachaça, sugar,
lime, and ice. Cachaça is a liquor made
from sugar cane). Everyone is well
taken care of on the boat by a staff of
13 for eight to 10 clients. That includes
three cooks, laundry staff, cleaners,
four fishing guides, a manager, and two
waiters. Emerson was the best waiter
and caipirinha maker I’ve met on a
peacock bass fishing trip. The staff on
board our boat, I was told, has been
with the company for 18 years, that is,
since the company was started. They
were all very loyal, hardworking, and
passionate about helping the clients in
every way.
“As for the fishing, I chose to use a
fly rod only, all fast-action Sage rods in
7, 8, and 9 wts. loaded with Rio Tropical Outbound short floating fly lines.
I used whistlers, streamers, and large
peacock bass flies, mostly in red, pink,
or white with silver flash when there
was heavy cloud cover, and red and
yellow, or yellow with black stripes
when the sun was out in full force.
Eduardo and the rest of the group were
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fishing with lures: large poppers, diving plugs, jumping minnows, huge propeller lures, spooks (or walk-the-dog),
and jigs. The most successful anglers
in our group were two American bass
fishermen who used heavy jigs. They
averaged around 80 fish a day, with
several in the high teens. The hot colors were yellow with orange or red.
“When one of us hooked into a

fish on this trip the other angler in the
boat would cast right behind the action
and often get a hit from a much bigger
fish. As a fly fisherman, this technique
worked to my advantage so strongly
that I jokingly calling Eduardo my fish
finder. The key was to take my time to
do a false cast or two before I turned
my fly loose, then I would shoot it out
not far behind his hooked fish. Typically, a cast of only 20 to 50 feet was
required. If you have ever wondered
whether a lure fisherman and a fly fisherman can work well in the same boat,
I can attest to the fact that they can. It
can actually work better than two fly
fishermen together, as lack of space can
mean one fly angler has to sit down and
get out the way while the other casts.
“The most popular fish in the
Amazon is the speckled peacock bass
(Cichla temensis), of course. They get
huge in the area we were fishing. On
our trip, more than 10 were caught
around the 20-pound mark. That’s
amazing when you consider the current IGFA All Tackle World Record is
29 pounds, one ounce. There are other
peacock species in the area, too. One
is the ‘Borboleto,’ or butterfly peacock
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bass (Cichla orinocensis) that runs
upwards of 10 pounds. Black piranha
(Serrasalmus rhombeus) are plentiful here, and they are a likely catch
in deeper waters if you wish to target
them. Bicuda (Boulengerella cuvieri) is
another available species. They hit fast
under the trees. The biggest we caught
was around five pounds. They act and
look very similar to barracuda. We also
landed several jacunda (Crenicichla
spp.), a pike cichlid, near trees, creeks,
and other structure. They ran to just
under two pounds. There were also
wolf fish around, or trahira (Hoplias
spp.). We caught a lot between two and
five pounds. Finally, we also caught
a few small arowana on the sand flats
(Osteoglossum bicirrhosum). Unfortunately, we didn’t find the bigger ones
that can run upwards of 15 pounds. It is
worth noting that some of the Brazilian
clients on our trip brought a small live
well and air pump, and they used live
bait to go for big peacock. There are
many species of catfish that grow big in
these rivers if you like live (and dead)
bait fishing.
“The fishing boats that we used
on the Caures River are large, strong,
custom-made, 20-foot metal boats
with comfortable seats and plenty
of platform area to cast from. There
was ample storage space on the boats
even on those days when we wanted
to bring along all of the makings for
a quick shore lunch. The guides were
the friendliest and most hardworking
and helpful I’ve met in the Amazon.
They knew the jungle and the fishing
grounds well.
“One of the highlights of my
trip was spending a few days far up
the river, away from the comforts of
the houseboat. We camped on sandy
beaches and slept in hammocks covered by a tarpaulin. Our food during
this time was a fantastic mix of sausage, chicken, steak, fish, rice, and
garnishes. Sleeping under the stars in
the wild is an option on this trip, if you
want that kind of experience. You just
need to let them know.
“The owner of Peacock Bass Expedition, Marlon Otero, was on this trip
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with us, and I fished with him on occasion. Watching him cast lures at hiding
spots for large ‘tucanaré’ (as the locals
call peacock bass) was a real pleasure.
He can cast a lure 10 times to the same
area with pinpoint accuracy even at 80
to 100 feet. Otero started his fishing career as a guide when he was still a boy,
eventually setting up his own fishing operation in Barcelos. His wife, two sons,
and a daughter all help to some degree
in the operation. I met them all, and
they are some of the nicest people I have
come across. They went out of their way
to make sure we all felt comfortable
and welcome. Otero says he started out
with just one boat, but he now has four
houseboats and over 80 staff. He says he
plans to add two or three more houseboats shortly, and he hopes to be working soon with some indigenous tribes in
protected areas full of uneducated fish.
“In summary, I think this operation
is a good one to consider in the Amazon. Everyone works hard to ensure

you are comfortable, happy, and getting
the most out of your trip. If you’re a
seasoned traveler, and you have been to
many Amazon lodges, you will be taken
aback by the level of attention from all
the staff, by the food quality, and by the
entire operation. Enjoy!”
Postscript: Richard Hart gives the cost
of his six-and-a-half-day trip as $4,500.
That includes one night in a hotel in
Manaus, the local internal flights, all
transfers, and as much food and drink as
you can manage. The only extras are the
return flights from the US and tips. The
suggested tip is $200 to $300 for the
jungle camp staff and the same for the
boatman. Just keep in mind that Peacock
Bass Expedition is a Brazilian company
with mostly Brazilian clients at this
point. Eduardo Rumbos, the US-based
company employee who accompanied
Richard Hart, says roughly 80 percent
of the current client base is Brazilian.
The company is actively reaching out to
US clients, he says, but at present only

a handful of their clients on any given
week are Americans. Rumbos strongly
recommends that US clients call him
directly for a booking at 954-618-7477.
He says he will personally accompany
US clients or arrange to have some other
English-speaking employee on hand.
 Subscriber Robert Poaser says he
and a large group of repeat anglers had
a great time at Andros Island Bonefish
Club (www.androsbonefishing.com) in
the Bahamas this past November. He
says they fished various flats on the east
and west side of the island, as well as in
Black Creek.
“Excellent arrangements. Excellent
guides. Plenty of fish,” Poaser writes,
noting they caught a large number of
bonefish weighing between three and a
half and seven pounds. He gives the cost
of this four-day group trip, including the
charter flight, as $2,550 per person. He
recommends the experience to fellow
subscribers.

And Finally . . .

From Background Study to Implementation
How You Can Help Bonefish Tarpon Trust
by Don Causey
 The role of hunters and fishermen in
conservation here in the United States is
nothing short of remarkable. Remember
when ducks were disappearing? Ducks
Unlimited reversed that. Remember
when elk numbers were spiraling downward? Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
reversed that. And that redfish collapse
a while back. Remember? Coastal Conservation Association came together
and turned that around.
There are many other examples of
conservation successes brought about
by hunting and fishing organizations
that I could cite, but the one I want to
spotlight here is Bonefish Tarpon Trust,
founded and inspired by Tom Davidson,
a man who could have just gone fishing at the end of a successful career but
chose instead to do something about the
near collapse of bonefish in his backyard, the Florida Keys. For good measure, he expanded his vision of need to
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include mounting threats to tarpon and
to permit.
It is hard to believe that 20 years
have passed since Tom Davidson
stepped up to the plate and accepted
this challenge, but that is indeed how

long he worked on this project before
passing the baton last month at a meeting of the organization at the Ocean
Reef Club in South Florida. Men like
Tom Davidson don’t make a habit of
showing much emotion in public, but I
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heard it—his voice cracked at one point
in the short little turnover ceremony.
He had to wait a moment to continue
speaking.
Important moments often pass this
way, insufficiently appreciated. That
happens not due to disregard or callousness. It’s because current events
are always a blur. And, in the case of
Bonefish Tarpon Trust, it is because
Tom Davidson is moving on just as his
two-decade-long endeavor is reaching
takeoff velocity. A quick overview is in
order.
When Bonefish Tarpon Trust began
its work, almost nothing was known
about the life cycle of bonefish—where
and how they spawn, what their range
of movement is, how ocean currents
and shoreline development affect their
well-being. Ditto the tarpon, except
even less was known. It isn’t much of
an exaggeration to say that the annual
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appearance of tarpon along the east and
west coasts of Florida was treated like
a sort of Mother Nature Magic Show.
We had no idea where those wonderful
beasts came from or where they went
when they left. In retrospect, it’s remarkable that we took this phenomenon
for granted for so long, as if it were
something we could just count on like
the return of spring each year. On second thought, that is not a good analogy,
because we’ve known for a very long
time that spring comes back each year
because the Earth tilts on its rotational
axis. In the case of tarpon, we just had
no idea what was going on.
Well, we do know generally where
tarpon come from now and where bone-

fish wander throughout their life cycle,
thanks to Bonefish Tarpon Trust. We are
even on the verge of being able, possibly, to raise bonefish in captivity for release into areas where populations need
to be rebuilt. It would take pages of
this newsletter to summarize the many
things that have been learned. The important thing is, it’s now much clearer
what we need to do to rehabilitate bonefish populations in the Florida Keys and
how we can protect those annual tarpon
migrations revered by many subscribers
to this publication. Some of what has
been learned is pretty scary stuff, mind
you. Time is of the essence.
There are two things you can do to
help Bonefish Tarpon trust move from

background study to active implementation. First, you can make a donation to
Bonefish Tarpon Trust at: https://www.
bonefishtarpontrust.org/donate. Second,
you can attend the organization’s Sixth
Annual Scientific Symposium and
Flats Fishing Expo, set for November
10–11, 2017, at the Bonaventure Resort
in Pembroke Pines, Florida. This is not
just a gathering of wonks. It promises
to be a flats fishing festival enlivened
by scientific presentations and panel
discussions with flats fishing personalities. There will also be a flats expo and
a film and art festival, all followed up
by a silent auction and banquet. You can
register for the event at: https://www.
bonefishtarpontrust.org/symposium.
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The Best of New Zealand Fly Fishing
For over 25 years, we have specialized exclusively in New
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly fishing is our central focus,
but we are experts in many other activities available in New
Zealand.
We create exclusive fishing programs, as well as sightseeing
and other nature-based activities. Call for a brochure or visit
New Zealand’s most exciting fishing site.
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Contact Information
MikeMcClelland
Tel.: 800-528-6129
E-mail:
info@BestofNZ.net

www.BestofNZflyfishing.com
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Fly Fish for Redfish
Year-Round

“Join Global Rescue.
They’re a well-tested
provider of medical
services and evacuation.”
National Geographic

Specializing in fly fishing, catch
and release. Accommodations for
up to eight guests. Six flats boats
running.
• Capt. Gregg Arnold •
• 504-237-6742 •
• www.giantreds.com •
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Tel.: 800-381-9754 / 617-459-4200

www.GlobalRescue.com/AnglingReport
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 NEW ZEALAND 

Trout Fishing

Stalking, and sight casting to large wild brown trout in crystal clear waters •
Award winning luxury lodge surrounded by 3 National parks and dozens of
rivers & streams • Heli-fishing into remote pristine wilderness a specialty.

See Angling Report Dec 2010 Vol 23 no.12 or send for our free DVD • info@stoneflylodge.co.nz • www.stoneflylodge.co.nz
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